How did your municipality vote? Check the results

How did your municipality vote in the parliamentary elections? Which parties won and lost? And how does the voting behaviour in your municipality compare to the rest of the country? Find the latest results here, updated continuously.

What are the results in your municipality?

Enter your municipality

How did your municipality vote?
As soon as the results in a municipality are announced, a new article will appear in the search bar above. Can’t find it there? Check the table below and click the link to view the full results. Click here to refresh this page.
The articles for each municipality that you can read from this table, have been written by our editorial robot ADAM (Automatic Data Article Machine). Using data from press agency ANP and the Electoral Council, and preparatory work by data journalists, the robot writes a bespoke article as soon as the results are published by ANP.

Visit our elections results page to see the national results.